Company
Mekha Technology Co., Ltd. is currently looking for a team member as a Cloud Infrastructure
Consultant. The position will be based in Bangkok, Thailand.
Job Title: Cloud Infrastructure Consultant
Job Summary:
Cloud Infrastructure Consultant role provides advanced technical services in Cloud Services,

Microsoft Azure focus. This position is the primary technical lead overseeing cloud environment
on the migration to, utilization, health and performance of the platform; also, contributing in
landing zone architecture designs and configurations, and providing support to admins working
in the system hosted within. Hence, we are looking for individual who possesses technical skills
and experiences in the operation and administration of cloud-based infrastructures and services,
and is able to work well with diverse roles from business as well as IT leads, application
developers to architects.
Job Responsibilities:
Serves as Mekha Tech’s expert on the cloud-based infrastructure services
Provides consultation and expertise to customers in the selection of features and integration

of cloud services
-

-

-

Designs and configures landing zone and computes systems based on Microsoft Azure platform
Installs, configures, administers, manages, supports and documents Azure compute instances
and services including, Azure Backup, Azure Storage Monitor, snapshot, Azure Storage, VNet,
Load Balancers and RBAC for optimum cost, performance, and security
Provides advanced technical support for critical server environments including server deployment,
migrations, upgrades, patch management, application support, virus remediation, E-discovery
events, business continuity, operational and disaster recovery
Closely follows and learns from evolution of MS Azure capabilities and services (also Amazon Web
Services and Google Cloud Platform)

Is responsible and accountable for the delivery, operation and quality of our services

Qualifications and Skills:
Minimum 3 years of professional experience in one or more of the following IT disciplines:
Azure administration, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) management, Database Management,
-

Network administration and Server management
Expert level experience consulting, cloud-infrastructure designing, programming,
maintenance and/or supporting work for moderate or large size organizations

-

Strong organizational & multi-tasking skills
Strong analytical skills and thought processes
Technical and organizational leadership skills

A plus:
Knowledge on cloud infrastructure offerings from the multiple providers
Knowledge in cloud-based security
Certified in all or any of the followings:

o
o
o

Microsoft Certified Azure Fundamentals AZ-900
Microsoft Azure Administrator AZ-103
Microsoft Azure Solutions Architect AZ-301

